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States Postal Service submitted a request, in 
accordance with section 802(c) of the Postal 
Accountability and Enhancement Act, to the 
Postal Regulatory Commission, PRC, calling 
for an independent and objective review of the 
methods used to allocate benefit liabilities be-
tween the Postal Service and the Federal gov-
ernment under generally accepted actuarial 
practices and principles. 

The independent actuarial firm hired by the 
PRC, The Segal Company, determined that 
the current methodology used by the Office of 
Personnel Management, OPM, for allocating 
such retirement benefits between the United 
States Postal Service and the Federal govern-
ment follows an antiquated methodology that 
fails to incorporate current actuarial best prac-
tices and accounting standards as recognized 
and codified by the Financial Accounting 
Standard Board. 

Accordingly, to remedy this unjust treatment, 
this legislation I am introducing today directs 
OPM to update and modernize the actuarial 
methodology to be used in allocating CSRS 
retirement benefit liabilities between the United 
States Postal Service and the Federal govern-
ment in accordance with The Segal Com-
pany’s recommendation. Under this approach, 
the Federal government’s portion of an individ-
ual’s CSRS annuity will be based on the 
CSRS benefit accrual formula and the conven-
tional individual’s ‘‘high-3’’ average salary. By 
utilizing this methodology, this legislation will 
ensure that OPM is using modern actuarial 
practices and accounting standards to appor-
tion the benefit liabilities that are codified by 
the independent Financial Accounting Stand-
ard Board under FASB ASC 715. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATIONS 
ACT, 2010 

SPEECH OF 

HON. HENRY A. WAXMAN 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, July 1, 2010 

Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Speaker, I rise in support 
of the Lee Amendment. 

The war in Afghanistan is now the longest 
in our nation’s history. It has cost the lives of 
over 1,150 American soldiers, hundreds of al-
lied troops and scores of Afghan civilians. It 
has drained our nation’s Treasury at a time of 
immense domestic challenges. It has strained 
our relationships with allies in the fight against 
terrorism. And it is making us less safe, not 
more, by inciting anti-American sentiment 
across the world. 

I supported this war at its outset. After the 
horror of September 11th, our nation faced a 
clear need to strike the Taliban and the Al 
Qaeda operatives it supported. While I dis-
agreed with the Bush administration’s conduct 
of the war, I believe President Obama has 
tried to make a decisive effort to improve the 
situation and chart a course for bringing our 
troops home. 

However, the Afghan government has 
proved to be inadequate to the tasks before it. 
President Karzai has not proven to be a trust-
worthy partner. Flawed elections, rampant cor-
ruption, missing money, and a lack of account-
ability have crippled international efforts to es-
tablish the rule of law. This is a fundamental 
problem of governance, and a problem that 

the continued presence and heroic efforts of 
our troops cannot change. 

In 2007, I cast a similar vote to advance re-
deployment from Iraq as it was clear to me 
that the Iraqi government would only begin to 
chart a path towards stability once it realized 
that our commitment was not open-ended. I 
look forward to the completion of our redeploy-
ment from Iraq by the end of next year. 

Today, as we determine the future of our 
commitment to Afghanistan we must pledge 
not to completely disappear from involvement 
in Afghanistan, but neither should we be will-
ing to commit to the indefinite task of nation- 
building with a government that has proven an 
unwilling and incapable partner. Although I 
recognize the significance of President 
Obama’s announcement of a timeline for with-
drawal beginning in July 2011, I do not believe 
we have the luxury to wait a year to begin this 
process. 

I urge my colleagues to support this amend-
ment. 
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INTRODUCTION OF END RACIAL 
PROFILING ACT OF 2010 

HON. JOHN CONYERS, JR. 
OF MICHIGAN 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, July 15, 2010 

Mr. CONYERS. Madam Speaker, I am 
pleased to introduce the End Racial Profiling 
Act of 2010, along with additional cosponsors. 
As a product of years of extensive consulta-
tion with both the law enforcement and civil 
rights communities, this legislation represents 
the most comprehensive federal commitment 
to healing the rift caused by racial profiling 
and restoring public confidence in the criminal 
justice system at-large. The introduction of this 
legislation is a critical step in what should be 
a nationwide, bipartisan effort to end this divi-
sive practice. 

The debate over racial profiling has become 
a central element in a much larger history of 
adversarial relationships between the police 
and communities of color. Over the past two 
decades, the tensions between police and mi-
nority communities have grown as allegations 
of racial profiling by law enforcement agents, 
sometimes supported by data collection ef-
forts, have increased in number and fre-
quency. The terrorist attacks of September 11, 
2001, and the ongoing immigration enforce-
ment debate have only complicated the 
profiling issues that were traditionally centered 
on state and local law enforcement. 

The arrest of Harvard Professor Henry Louis 
Gates and the passage of Arizona S.B. 1070 
have crystalized the terms of the profiling de-
bate and demonstrate that the combination of 
race and law enforcement represents a vola-
tile mix across all strata of the minority com-
munity. Despite the fact that the majority of 
law enforcement officers perform their duties 
professionally and without bias—and we value 
their service highly—the specter of racial 
profiling has contaminated the relationship be-
tween the police and minority communities to 
such a degree that Federal action is justified 
to begin addressing the issue. 

When I first introduced the Traffic Stops 
Statistics Study Act of 1997, the racial profiling 
issue was relatively straightforward in political 
terms. Profiling was represented by the classic 

pretext traffic stop, where an African-American 
driver was pulled over for a minor traffic viola-
tion and then asked for consent to search their 
vehicle. Today, traffic and pedestrian stops 
have given way to airport passenger profiles 
and immigrant sweeps. For that reason, racial 
profiling legislation has evolved from a simple 
data collection bill to comprehensive multi- 
tiered legislation—including a private right of 
action and best practice grants—that is de-
signed to address a more complex law en-
forcement landscape. 

As we move forward, I believe it is important 
to remind Members of just how far we in Con-
gress have come in developing a bipartisan 
consensus on the racial profiling issue. By 
September 11, 2001, there was significant em-
pirical evidence and wide agreement among 
Americans, including President Bush and At-
torney General Ashcroft, that racial profiling 
was a tragic fact of life in the minority commu-
nity and that the Federal government should 
take action to end the practice. 

Data collected from Ohio, Michigan, Florida, 
Louisiana, New York, Maryland, Maine, Rhode 
Island, California, West Virginia, and Okla-
homa demonstrated beyond a shadow of a 
doubt that African-Americans and Hispanics 
were being stopped for routine traffic violations 
far in excess of their share of the population 
or even the rate at which such populations are 
accused of criminal conduct. Similarly, Justice 
Department reports found that although Afri-
can-Americans and Hispanics were more likely 
to be stopped and searched by law enforce-
ment, they were much less likely to be found 
in possession of contraband. 

Law enforcement officials have similarly 
evolved in their views. While some still take 
issue, many in the law enforcement commu-
nity acknowledge that singling out people for 
heightened scrutiny based on their race, eth-
nicity, religion, or national origin has eroded 
the trust in law enforcement necessary to ap-
propriately serve and protect our communities. 
Rather than seeking to deny the concerns of 
minority community advocates, law enforce-
ment officials have joined the effort to create 
solutions and build trust with their commu-
nities. As a result, more than 20 states have 
passed bipartisan legislation prohibiting racial 
profiling and/or mandating data collection on 
stops and searches, in addition to hundreds of 
individual jurisdictions which have voluntarily 
commenced to collect data programs. 

Congress itself was actually poised to pass 
racial profiling legislation in the fall of 2001, 
with the express support of President Bush, 
before the terrorist attacks changed the legis-
lative paradigm. In the wake of the attacks, 
however, the Department of Justice promul-
gated a series of guidelines in 2003 which 
were designed to end the practice of racial 
profiling by federal law enforcement agencies. 
These measures do not reach the vast major-
ity of racial profiling complaints arising from 
the routine activities of state and local law en-
forcement agencies. Further, the guidelines 
provide no enforcement mechanism or meth-
ods for identifying law enforcement agencies 
not in compliance. Consequently, they fail to 
resolve the racial profiling problem nationwide. 
In this instance, there is no substitute for com-
prehensive federal anti-profiling legislation. 

The End Racial Profiling Act is designed to 
enforce the constitutional right to equal protec-
tion of the laws by eliminating racial profiling 
through changes to the policies and proce-
dures underlying the practice. First, the bill 
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provides a prohibition on racial profiling, en-
forceable by declaratory or injunctive relief. 
Second, the bill mandates training on racial 
profiling issues and the collection of data on 
both routine and spontaneous investigatory 
activities, as a condition of receiving Federal 
law enforcement funding. 

Third, the Justice Department is authorized 
to provide grants for the development and im-
plementation of best policing practices, such 
as early warning systems, technology integra-
tion, and other management protocols that dis-
courage profiling. Finally, the Attorney General 
is required to provide periodic reports to as-
sess the nature of any ongoing discriminatory 
profiling practices. 

Decades ago, this country made clear 
through the passage of sweeping civil rights 
legislation that race should not affect the treat-
ment of individual Americans under the law. 
When law-abiding citizens are treated dif-
ferently by those who enforce the law simply 
because of their race, ethnicity, religion, or na-
tional origin, they are denied the basic respect 
and equal treatment that is the right of every 
American. With the cooperation of the admin-
istration, we have the opportunity to develop a 
comprehensive approach to eliminating the 
practice of racial profiling. I hope that we do 
not miss this historic opportunity to heal the rift 
caused by racial profiling and restore much of 
the community’s confidence in law enforce-
ment. 
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HONORING JAMES ‘‘JIM’’ H. 
GRIFFIN 

HON. JOHN M. SPRATT, JR. 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, July 15, 2010 

Mr. SPRATT. Madam Speaker, James 
‘‘Jim’’ H. Griffin will retire on July 31, 2010, 
from the South Carolina Farm Bureau Federa-
tion after 24 years of dedicated service to the 
agribusiness community of South Carolina. 

Born December 6, 1952, Jim is the young-
est of four children. His dad is 91 and still 
lives at home in Six Mile, South Carolina. His 
mother, ‘‘Sal’’, passed away last year. 

Jim met his wife, Jeanne, on a blind date 37 
years ago while she was attending Winthrop 
University in Rock Hill, South Carolina. Jim 
convinced Jeanne to transfer to Clemson, 
where he was studying, and they were mar-
ried while still in college on June 30, 1973. 
Their first home was a prefab (tin house) used 
to house military in World War II. They have 
two children, Jesse (Charlyn) Griffin of Roa-
noke, Virginia and Johanna (Rich) Pressley of 
Indianapolis, Indiana. Jim and Jeanne cur-
rently reside at their home in Lexington Coun-
ty, South Carolina. 

Jim began his career after college as a 
teacher, but soon discovered teaching was not 
his true passion. He then worked in manufac-
turing and as an association manager until he 
landed himself at the Farm Bureau in 1983. 
He did leave the Farm Bureau for a couple of 
years to work with Habitat for Humanity, which 
has long been an important cause to him. But 
the farmers of South Carolina needed him and 
his love of the agricultural community drew 
him back to the Farm Bureau. 

Jim is now retiring from the position of Na-
tional Legislative Coordinator—a position that 

required frequent trips to Washington. He has 
worn out many pairs of shoes walking—very 
rapidly—through the streets of D. C. and halls 
of Congress leading Farm Bureau members 
and staff on these visits. I know I speak on 
behalf of the entire South Carolina Delegation 
and all those that have had the pleasure of 
working with him that his warmth, enthusiasm, 
knowledge and passion for agriculture will be 
missed both in Washington and in South 
Carolina. 

During Jim’s retirement he will enjoy spend-
ing more time with his wife and visiting with 
his children who both live outside of the Caro-
linas. Jim has long practiced blacksmithing, 
which he plans to continue, and he will likely 
pitch in with the backyard chickens his wife 
Jeanne raises. Jim also has a passion for 
cooking and hopes that more free time might 
allow him to cook more often and try new rec-
ipes. A man with many hobbies, Jim looks for-
ward to listening to and performing music, par-
ticularly bluegrass and old timey tunes. Since 
the age of 12, Jim has played the harmonica, 
learning from and being inspired by his blind 
grandfather who played. 

Jim deserves thanks for all the hard work he 
has done for farming and rural South Carolina. 
The Farm Bureau will have big shoes to fill. 
On behalf of the entire delegation, we wish 
Jim Griffin well in his retirement. 
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CONGRATULATING 17 AFRICAN NA-
TIONS ON 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF 
INDEPENDENCE 

SPEECH OF 

HON. MICHAEL E. McMAHON 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, June 30, 2010 

Mr. MCMAHON. Mr. Speaker, I rise today to 
support H. Res. 1405, a Resolution recog-
nizing the 50th anniversary of the independ-
ence and self-determination of seventeen Afri-
can nations from the rule of France, Italy and 
Great Britain. 

The United States of America is dedicated 
to the advancement of freedom and democ-
racy, and the African nations have proven to 
be open to the process of democratization, de-
spite the many obstacles that have stood in 
their way. These nations have fought, strug-
gled, and died for independence, just as our 
ancestors did, and for these reasons the 
United States shares a bond with the African 
continent and its diverse inhabitants. 

The United States is dedicated to strength-
ening its relationship with the African continent 
and the seventeen nations recognized through 
this resolution can serve as partners in this 
endeavor. I also would like to take the time to 
honor all those Americans on the ground that 
are working to advance democracy, civic free-
dom and formulating the conditions to foster 
stable economic growth. 

Mr. Speaker, I urge my colleagues to join 
me today in celebrating the 50th anniversary 
of these seventeen nation’s independence 
while pledging a renewed commitment to fur-
thering the significant relationship we have 
maintained with our counterparts on the Afri-
can continent. 

I invite the members of the House to join 
me in supporting H. Res. 1405. 

STORY OF ARMENIAN GENOCIDE 
SURVIVOR: VARSENIK DEMIRJIAN 

HON. ADAM B. SCHIFF 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, July 15, 2010 

Mr. SCHIFF. Madam Speaker, I rise today 
to memorialize and record a courageous story 
of survival of the Armenian Genocide. The Ar-
menian Genocide, perpetrated by the Ottoman 
Empire from 1915 to 1923, resulted in the 
death of 1.5 million Armenian men, women, 
and children. As the U.S. Ambassador to the 
Ottoman Empire Henry Morgenthau docu-
mented at the time, it was a campaign of 
‘‘race extermination.’’ 

The campaign to annihilate the Armenian 
people failed, as illustrated by the proud Ar-
menian nation and prosperous diaspora. It is 
difficult if not impossible to find an Armenian 
family not touched by the genocide, and while 
there are some survivors still with us, it is im-
perative that we record their stories. Through 
the Armenian Genocide Congressional Record 
Project, I hope to document the harrowing sto-
ries of the survivors in an effort to preserve 
their accounts and to help educate the Mem-
bers of Congress now and in the future of the 
necessity of recognizing the Armenian Geno-
cide. 

Below are a few of those stories: 
Varsenik Demirjian, a Genocide survivor, 

eventually made her way to Yerevan, Arme-
nia, where she lived in a comfortable, two- 
story home with her two sons, their wives 
and six grandchildren. 

According to her family, she did not dis-
cuss what transpired during the genocide for 
most of her life. However, in her final years, 
she found the strength and will to tell her 
children and grandchildren what happened. 
Edward Djrbashian, her great grandson, 
translated her experiences that took place in 
Adabazar, Turkey, in 1915: 

‘‘I had no idea what the future had in store 
for me. Yet, my father and mother had heard 
of what happened to the Armenians in neigh-
boring villages, so they asked our Arabic 
neighbors to take care of me, just in case 
something happened. On April 24 of 1915, 
when I was only five years old, the blood-
thirsty Turks invaded our village. Just as 
my parents predicted, my mother quickly 
told me to run to the closet and to stay 
there. 

‘‘Panic-stricken, I curled up in the dark 
closet and in a blink of an eye I heard loud 
screaming and a loud bang! Out of fear, I 
dropped the bag of gold coins my mother had 
given me. The clinking sound alerted the sol-
dier because I heard the clicking of his boots 
on the hardwood floor coming closer and 
closer. Thankfully, as he was approaching 
the closet, one of his superiors called him 
down and he left the house without finding 
me. As my eyes closed, I slowly fell asleep. 

‘‘After a very long time it seemed, I heard 
a voice calling, ‘Varsenik, Varsenik!’ 

‘‘The familiar voice comforted me and gave 
me courage to rush out of the closet. 

‘‘My heart sunk when I saw the tears in 
Hassan’s and his wife’s eyes. 

‘‘ ‘I am sorry to be the one to tell you this, 
but your parents have been murdered,’ ’’ Has-
san told me. 

‘‘Since that day, my life had never been 
the same. I lived with Hassan and his wife 
for a few months. They gave me my own 
room and fed me well. I didn’t mind living 
with them, but the thought of my parents 
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